Speed, scale, and secure mission support.

Novetta and Elastic have partnered to deliver powerful solutions for U.S. government customers, combining the speed, scale, and relevance of the Elastic Stack with Novetta’s specialized technology, and access to cleared, Elastic-certified engineers for secure mission support.

Elastic builds solutions that make data searchable in real time and at scale for search, logging, security, and analytics use cases. The Elastic Stack, including Elasticsearch, Kibana, Beats, and Logstash, is a key element of Novetta projects and a foundational part of Novetta Cyber Analytics, DataViser, AIDE, and Xift.

Novetta’s heritage specializing in solving enormous data analytics problems for the national security market with disruptive technologies naturally led to using Elastic as the data store for many of them - from traditional data analytics and full-spectrum cyber to media analytics and multi-INT fusion.

**NOVETTA ADVANCED ANALYTICS BUILT ON TOP OF ELASTIC**

- **CYBER** Identify suspicious activity and detect threats to network security (Novetta Cyber Analytics).

- **ENTITY** Search across simple and complex networks and relationships from multiple disparate data sets (DataViser).

- **AUDIT** Store, search, and analyze audit log information efficiently and at scale.
FEDERAL RESELLER, SYSTEM INTEGRATOR, & OEM PARTNER

- Licensed federal reseller of Elastic Stack in the U.S. Federal marketplace
- Foreign Ownership, Control or Influence (FOCI) reseller and distributor of Elasticsearch to the DoD and IC
- System integrator of Elastic Stack components with other tools
- Original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and open-source partner of Elastic

CLEARED & CERTIFIED ELASTIC CONSULTING SERVICES

- Custom tool and software development on top of the Elastic Stack
- Elastic Stack and Elastic Cloud Enterprise (ECE) cluster design, deployment, upgrades, and maintenance
- Elastic Stack/ECE cluster performance optimization
- Elastic Stack encryption and security features configuration and implementation
- Assessment and authorization (A&A) activities support for Elastic Stack/ECE and hosts, including hardening and body of evidence (BOE) development under RMF, ICD 703 and JSIG
- Management & support of security operations centers (SOCs) and cyber security service providers (CSSPs) running Elastic Stack/ECE

ABOUT NOVETTA

Novetta specializes in advanced analytics solutions that extract clarity from complex data, delivering actionable intelligence at speed and scale to address challenges of national and global significance. Focused on mission success, Novetta has pioneered disruptive technologies in data analytics, full-spectrum cyber, media analytics, and multi-INT fusion for Defense, Intelligence Community, and Federal Law Enforcement customers. Novetta is headquartered in McLean, VA with over 1,000 employees across the U.S.

ABOUT ELASTIC

Elastic is a search company. As the creators of the Elastic Stack, Elastic builds self-managed and SaaS offerings that make data usable in real time and at scale for use cases like application search, site search, enterprise search, logging, APM, metrics, security, business analytics, and many more.